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Novus LiftTEC® 
Easy Movement for a Perfect Ergonomic Fit

Peterborough, NH, May, 2015 
An ergonomic work space is the foundation for working safely, 
easily, and without physical strain.  But it’s personal – each 
user requires unique adjustments.  The Novus LiftTEC® moni-
tor arms are designed for easy positioning to find that perfect 
ergonomic fit.

LiftTEC® uses Gas-Spring Technology that allows the monitor 
height to be adjusted effortlessly.  The arms can be pivoted a 
full 360 degrees and have a reach of up to 20 inches making it 
ideal for a broad range of desk setups.  The ball joint mount 
provides unparalleled freedom of movement allowing a user to 
find their optimum viewing angle.  

“What’s great about the LiftTEC® system is the ease and range of movement combined with strength,” said Shari 
LaPierre, Sales and Marketing Representative at Dahle North America, Inc.  “Even the heavier monitors stay 
where you put them without any fuss.”

Smooth, easy movement with the ability to angle your monitor to the perfect viewing position makes this line of 
monitor supports unique and infinitely adjustable for the perfect user fit. And the LiftTEC® system can be con-
figured for almost any work space. Applications include sit-stand workstations where monitors are repositioned 
often, specialized mounting needs, heavier monitor support, and multiple monitor displays. 

All the personalized workspace options from Novus deliver a clean look, improved ergonomics, and the freedom 
to easily change your workspace by adding more monitors, tablets, and organizational accessories as necessary. 
The Novus more space system is designed and developed by Novus Dahle GmbH & Co. KG of Lingen, Germany. 
The Novus line, introduced in 1949, offers numerous other premium solutions for the modern workplace such as 
organizational shelving, telephone support arms and more.

For more information on Novus More Space products, please call (800) 995-1379 or visit
www.NovusMoreSpace.com.
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